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Abstract: This paper will examine whether information technology solutions can contribute to the work of a road repairer. The aim of the 

research is to develop an algorithm for identification and volume calculation of the road pits. 

The paper presents an overview of three existing methods to identify holes as objects. Recent study uses an ultrasonic sensor to determine the 

size of a 3D hole; special attention is paid to its noise classification and possibilities for its reduction. The authors have found a way to organize 

road surface scanning, convert the resulting data into binary code and calculate the volume of the object. Calculations can be made on both a 

mobile microcontroller-controlled device and a computer after receiving data. A worker, a self-propelled robot or a drone can be used as a 

sensor carrier. 

Study results can be used for further development in the field of transport systems engineering, as well as for mechatronics specialists to 

develop algorithm realization equipment in a real environment. 
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 Introduction 

Motor-road maintenance is associated with a lot of economical, 

planning, technical, etc. challenges and problems to be solved. 

Recent research focuses specifically on information technologies 

(IT) sector capacities to diagnose road damages, mainly in relation 

to pothole detections. 

Potholes are repaired using different techniques (choice depends 

on seasonal and other environmental factors) – one of them: refit 

with hot asphalt concrete technology [10]. This technology is much 

more expensive than the most common chip and paving asphalt 

(bitumen) method – accordingly, it is particularly important  to use 

relevant resources efficiently. It means, first of all, that repairing 

materials supply must reflect quantity of damages on particular road 

sector [10]. For that reason we have the following research question 

for the recent study: could IT be helpful to ease reparation works. 

Therefore, aim of the research is to develop IT solutions for motor-

road asphalt covering damage detection and road potholes volume 

calculation for hot asphalt concrete technology implementation. 

1. Pothole detection methods 

1.1. Georadiolocation method 

This method is based on electromagnetic impulses radiation in 

tested media, and georadar is device which performs digital 

treatment of emitted and reflected signals. Reason why response 

signal has been detected (i.e. why electromagnetic impulses have 

been reflected) is the following: non-homogeneity within the tested 

object like split or density change [1]. 

 The main advantage of georadiolocation method is its 

multifunctional applicability in different fields. This method has 

been most frequently used for 

1) geological survey; 2) horizontal drilling; 3) motorway and 

railway inspection (detecting) road technical condition and its 

damaging reasons, b) thickness of old covering and its regeneration 

possibilities); 4) archeological survey; 5) reinforced concrete 

constructions monitoring; 6) communication systems inspection; 7) 

hidden objects search; 8) ecological assessment [9]. 

Detailed data treatment has been performed through using 

specialized georadar data analysis software. This software includes 

so many complicated functions that data obtained can be adequately 

applied only by experts who are skillful in data interpretation and 

experienced in motor-road maintenance. 

Device`s visualization software has been adjusted in order to 

improve data perception for fixed layers. For example, road`s cross-

sectional layers in a real life could look like in Fig. 1; their modified 

view has been demonstrated in Fig. 2. 

 

Fig. 1. Motor-road cross-sectional layers (R.Korczak, 

M.Bruder, S.Spisani, 2016) 

 

Fig. 2. Inspected fragment of motor-road: cross-sectional layers 

(Roadscanners 2016) [5-7] 

A GPR module is necessary to implement detailed analysis of 

layer measurements. This GPR module has been built into device`s 

software and can provide big data processing – this capacity could 

be demonstrated e.g. by mobile laboratory car`s abilities to perform 

simultaneous driving and measuring activities, and to process 

unlimited amount of data during one measurement act [11]. 

1.2. Image processing method 

This method is based on road pitholes automatic identifications / 

diagnosis through using asphalt covering pictures obtained by 

mobile or stationary video cameras. [2]. 

1.2.1. Image segmentation  

Machine learning is an inevitable part of contemporary IT field / 

science; moreover, deep machine learning becomes an urgent 

necessity for IT application developments. Deep machine learning 

utilizes image processing methods among others, and image 

segmentation in particular (i.e. partitioning a digital image into 

multiple segments – based on computer vision algorithm). 

Image segmentation process in the case of road potholes 

identification is related to potholes localization detection in the 

picture – it must be carried out through using image processing 

function image classification with localization [8]. 
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Fig. 3. Function Image classification with localization: 

implementation for pothole`s identification 

 

Fig. 4. Function Object detection: implementation for pothole`s 

identification 

Despite image processing is basically rooted in implementation 

of this function it is often necessary to identify also different 

specific features in the image, e.g. shape of the pothole; see Fig. 3-5. 

    

 

Fig. 5. Representation of Image segmentations 

Image segmentations have been implemented in 2 basic ways as 

follows: 

a) semantic segmentation where each pixel belongs to A or B class 

(A – background, B – pothole); one specific color is used to mark all 

the objects of one particular class (A– white, B– yellow), see Fig. 6;  

 

 

Fig. 6. Representation of Semantic segmentation 

b) instance segmentation where also each pixel belongs to A or B 

class (A – background, B – pothole) however unlike semantic 

segmentation one particular class objects have been marked 

specifically (X pothole – gray, Y pothole – orange, Z pothole – blue) 

(see Fig. 7) [8].   

 

 

Fig. 7. Representation of Instance segmentation 

Image segmentation carried out at the final stage of image 

processing have to include object detection function as well [8] – 

see Fig. 6. Image segmentation means that image has been divided 

in segments or districts, accordingly, it is necessary to detect 

object`s (i.e. potholes) localization in advance – in order to 

guarantee / ensure that only potholes instead of whole image will be 

analyzed. It would help to avoid time-consuming, inefficient, risky 

(regarding to probability of errors) identification of objects. Since 

every image actually represents itself an aggregate of pixels the 

main task of segmentation is related to recognition of similar pixels 

[8]. 

1.2.2. Shape modeling  

Image segmentation process must be resulted in identification of 

district to be studied – pothole. Next step in image processing is 

getting precise shape of the object (shape modeling). In order to 

fulfill this task several algorithms must be followed – Fig. 8 

demonstrates results of these methods implementation. 

 

Fig. 8. Pothole segmentation: way to obtain shape of the 

identified object (C.Koch, I.Brilakis, 2011)  

It is crucial not only to separate object from the surrounding 

district: in case of pothole identification an important issue is also 

defining adhesion for other, dissimilar objects (like stones, cracks) – 

one can see relevant representation in Fig. 8. This figure also 

demonstrates intermediate picture obtained through using 

appropriate algorithms – so called skeleton [2] which represents 

itself contour of the object (Fig. 8 b). Further, Fig. 8 shows how 

ramification points on the contour have been fixed (see transition 

from (b) to (c)) and then how these branching points have been 

joined together designing thus continuous line (see transition from 

(c) to (d)). This process is necessary in order to define borders of the 

pothole shape without including identified cracks of the surrounding 

district [2]. As a result, partial shape of the pothole has been 

obtained. In order to get complete shape elliptic regression function 

must be applied – Fig. 8 (d) to (e) transition shows how elliptic 

shape of the pothole has been approximated and designed [2]; Fig. 8 

(f) compares result of image shape modeling process with actual 

photo of the pothole. 

1.2.3. Texture: obtaining and comparing 

Next step after getting pothole`s shape is data acquisition on 

hole`s texture as well as comparing it with the structure of the 

surrounding district. It is necessary to avoid already repaired 

potholes and cracks to be identified as road damages [2]. 

 

Fig. 9. Texture of the identified pothole in Liepaja, Ausekla 

Street (left – pothole`s structure, right – surrounding district`s 

structure) 

Main image processing techniques for district texture`s 

diagnosis are statistic, structural and spectral ones [2]. All these 

methods are related to identification of main properties of the 

surface – is it smooth, grainy, (see Fig. 9) etc. The procedure 
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includes detection of image`s gray tone intensity and afterwards, 

using mathematical calculations standard deviation has been found 

out – it is the way how texture differences between pothole and 

surrounding district could be revealed [2]. 

Texture has been compared using filters from Schmid and 

Leung & Malik sets, i.e. Schmid No 4.and Leung & Malik 40, 42, 

44 filters [2]. Recent paper avoids deepened arguments to 

substantiate choice of these filters. 

Implementation of Georadiological method discussed above 

depends upon expert qualification (both in the field of data analysis 

and motor-road infrastructure) at great extent – in contrast, 

advantage of image processing method is automatic data treatment 

supported by machine learning approach. Still, debatable are 

machine learning related results in non-standard situations like  

a) road sections with repaired potholes (see Fig. 10a), b) pothole 

with accumulated rainwater (see Fig. 10b), c) fake pothole, i.e. 

presence of rainwater drainage and other elements of underground 

infrastructure in road covering (see Fig. 10c). 

   

 

Fig. 10. Motor-road damages 

1.3. Ultrasound sensor application method 

This method is focused on fixing presence of potholes and 

artificial elevations or speed ramps. Method is implemented through 

using device which is equipped with PLC microcontroller, 

ultrasound sensor, GPS navigator and Global System for Mobile 

Communications (henceforward – GSM) module [8]. 

Microcontroller represents itself a key element of this device. 

Ultrasound sensor`s function is to detect distance of pothole as well 

as speed ramp. GPS navigator has been added to the device in order 

to detect localization of the fixed pothole. In turn, GSM module 

implements data processing results transmitting to user`s smart 

device [3]. 

1.3.1. Data processing 

Data processing consists of two parts, namely, data storing in 

data base and data processing results representation in user`s smart 

device. The following data have been stored: 

1) type of the fixed object (pothole or speed ramp); 2) distance 

in cm (height or depth); 3) width coordinate; 4) length coordinate 

[8]. 

This method is advantageous since two types of objects have 

been fixed – in particular, information about speed ramp could be 

valuable because it indicates which ultrasound sensor`s detections 

are useless when fixing potholes. 

1.3.2. Real-world application of Mechatronics elements 

Ultrasound sensor has been applied also for real-world 

measurements – device has been attached to moving vehicle. Initial 

position has been detected prior to start measurements [3]. 

Single ultrasound sensor will be used in the framework of the 

current study – nevertheless, test measurements performed by 

several sensors would be profitable for further development of this 

research. Several sensors utilization would accelerate data gathering 

process through simultaneous fixing a number of closely located 

potholes. Still, it should be emphasized that increasing number of 

ultrasound sensors does not mean increase in resolution and 

accuracy. 

2. Development of Object identification and 

volume calculation algorithm 

Device which has been developed to implement empirical part 

of the current study is equipped with mechatronics elements 

necessary only for data gathering. Equipment comprises ultrasonic 

sensor HC-SR05, microcontroller Raspberry Pi 3 Model B+ 

(supplied with data inventory and transmission technology), power 

supply and shell. Sound-impulse frequency is 40 kHz, provided 

electric current – 10-40 mA. Characteristics to be particularly taken 

into account when performing measurements are resolution (0.3 cm 

for this sensor) and angle (15 degrees). Sensor HC-SR05 allows to 

perform measurements at various distances – from 2 till 450 cm. 

This device could be carried by different agents – like workman, 

self-propelled robot or drone. The latter agent`s biggest challenges 

are action difficulties in strong wind, rain, snow (nevertheless, drone 

does not face road driving related risks like e.g. robot). 

Fig. 11 demonstrates electric chain connection between chosen 

microcontroller and ultrasonic sensor.   

 

Fig. 11. Electric chain connection MC - sensor 

Data obtaining is simulated with experimental measurements, 

imitating real-world environment. It has been assumed that device 

which would move in real-world environment will drive strictly 

horizontally implementing 35 measurements (interval – 0.5 seconds) 

during a single passage; 20 passages will be performed altogether 

(see Fig. 12). 

  

Fig. 12. Moving direction in a Real-world environment 

(Google Maps, 2019) 

Measurement data obtained after the code has been executed 

have been saved in .npy file – it is programming language Python 

NumPy library. 

3.3. Data processing for object identification  

Data have been obtained at the very moment of ultrasonic 

sensor impulse registering. All the data processing has been carried 

out in programming language Python; its Drawing Library 

Matplotlib has been used for visual identification of the fixed object. 

Matplotlib capacities are similar that of MATLAB program however 

advantage of Matplotlib is its free access for every user. 

3.4. Data processing for volume calculation  

Current study focuses on research question how to integrate IT 

solutions in motor-road maintenance to facilitate the repairing 

works. Different road potholes identification methods have been 

discussed in this paper – however, there is still an unsolved problem 

with unknown amount of hot asphalt necessary to repair identified 

potholes. In order to find out this particular amount volume of the 

object must be identified. An idea for volume calculations algorithm 

a b 
c 
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has been taken from research paper [4] where high resolution 

camera Microsoft Kinect was used for measurement identification. 

Measurement results matrix with binary representation has 

been used for volume identification.  Matrix dimensions for current 

study simulation measurements are 35 x 20, where 35 – 

measurement number per one passage, 20 – total number of 

passages. Ultrasonic sensor minimum and maximum distance values 

have been detected when processing measurement results. For 

example, Fig. 18 graph (see Experimental Results chapter) has its 

minimum value of 7.12 cm, and maximum – 20.72 cm. Minimum 

and maximum values detection is necessary to ensure binary 

image`s dividing in measurement height intervals. 

3. Experimental results 

In order to judge ultrasonic sensor`s credibility and usefulness 

for motor-road potholes identification measurements in simulated 

environment were carried out. The following environments were 

used for measurements: 

a) bright light (sunlit) environment; b) heightened humidity 

environment; c) variable height environment. 

3.1. Results objectivity in sunlit environment 

Flash-guns have been periodically used while implementing 

measurements – this was imitation of real-world situation when 

sunlit illuminates pothole and reflects in sensor. 

Results of this experiment have been mirrored in Fig. 13 – graph 

doubtlessly demonstrates that data obtained in such conditions are 

not useful. Graph shows that distance from ultrasonic sensor till 

object is more than 100 cm in some places; besides, despite of 

possibilities for visual detection of imitated road pothole`s location 

anomalies which are fixed in the district will not allow to obtain 

precise data about pothole`s depth. Distance measured does not 

represent the real depth of the imitated pothole – malformed 

measurement results have been created by flash-light effect. 

   

 

Fig. 13. Data obtained in sunlit simulation environment 

In Fig. 14 for visuality purposes, graph`s coordinate system`s 

angle should be changed to represents the depth of the road pothole 

more clearly. 

 

Fig. 14. Changed angle for sunlit simulation data representation 

(a) useless data obtained under sunlit influence; (b) motor-road 

pothole which represents only part of the imitated pothole 

Experiment results clearly demonstrate that in a real-world 

situation pothole`s exposure to bright sunlight will influence 

ultrasonic sensor`s functioning and, accordingly, will create 

malformed data. Possibly the only available solution would be 

sensor`s narrow-angled placing on robot or drone – such a decision 

has been supported also by our experiment: ultrasonic sensor creates 

distorted data only when being under certain angle in relation to 

flash-gun. 

 3.2. Results objectivity in rainfall and ice-cover situations 

Current study also imitated situation when real-world 

measurements have been performed during heightened humidity on 

roads, e.g. during rainfalls or ice-cover. 

 

Fig. 15. Pothole under rainfall: data representation 

Measuring results prove that ultrasonic sensor of chosen type 

(see above) cannot provide credible data on simulated pothole`s 

depth. The problem is that sensor fixes distance till object`s surface 

and if the pothole is partially filled with rainwater this surface is 

represented by water: manual measuring demonstrated that 

particular pothole was deeper than it was found out according to 

data provided by sensor. 

In order to fully ascertain that climatic conditions influence 

measurement results the same pothole was repeatedly tested – now 

during dry (low humidity) weather conditions. 

 

Fig. 16. Pothole in dry environment: data representation 

Despite the same motor-road pothole was studied depth 

measurement results in dry and humid weather differed by 8 cm – 

namely, sensor indicated 4 cm depth after rainfall and 12 cm depth 

for the same pothole during dry weather. 

3.3. Results objectivity for measurement at various heights  

Ultrasonic sensor`s technical specification points out minimum 

and maximum values for measurement distance – current study was 

testing them through various height measurement imitations for one 

particular pothole.  Fig. 17 demonstrates measuring where sensor`s 

distance from imitated asphalt surface is 39 cm (mean value) and 

distance from pothole`s bottom – 51 cm; it means pothole`s depth is 

12 cm. 

 

Fig. 17. Pothole`s depth measurement representation (height – 

Z-axis) by high height 

Fig. 18 reveals measurement for the same pothole, now at 

another height – this time ultrasonic sensor`s distance from asphalt 

surface is only 8 cm, and distance from imitated pothole`s bottom is 

20 cm – accordingly, pothole`s depth appeared to be 12 cm, just like 

in the previous case. 
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Fig. 18. Pothole`s Z measurement representation by low height 

Results obtained confirm that ultrasonic sensor can be surely 

used for motor-road pothole measurements at different distances. 

Still, comparison of both graphs (Fig. 17 and 18) reveal more 

pronounced surface roughness when measurement has been 

performed at bigger distance (Fig. 17) – it confirms that higher 

location of sensor is related with more ambient environment noise 

influence. 

3.4. Results objectivity for simultaneous fixing of several objects 

Since real-world motor-roads usually suffer from numerous 

damages (e.g. potholes) simultaneously current study included also 

simulation of situation with several potholes in the test zone. 

Measurement results have been reflected in Fig. 19.  

 

Fig. 19. Three motor-road potholes simulation 

Results obtained confirm that method can be applied in real-

world situations, i.e. for roads with several neighboring potholes: 

Fig. 19 demonstrates simultaneous volume calculations for 3 

potholes. 

3.5. Development of pothole volume detection algorithm  

The following pothole volume calculation algorithm has been 

developed in order to implement motor-road potholes volume 

detection in real-world situations: 

• determine which file's data array is subject to further 

processing; 

• determine min and max values; 

• measurements are sliced down into layers, taking into 

account the one step (1 cm); 

• the pothole binary image is created; 

• count the previously calculated ones  ('1')  and multiplied 

by a step of one layer to get the pothole volume in units of 

measure - cm3. 

Binary image development must be implemented for each layer. 

If this is the case, the values of the x-y cells of the layer binary 

image are marked "1", conversely, the measurement values for that 

sensor that are not part of the corresponding object retain the same 

"0" value. Afterwards, each layer`s binary image has been saved in 

the matrix. 

When performing simulated motor-road pothole`s volume 

calculation for Fig. 17 graph the following result has been obtained: 

pothole`s volume is 714 cm3. Calculation results comparison with 

relevant manual measurements demonstrates about 90% compliance 

– it confirms credibility of technique proposed for particular 

pothole`s volume calculation. 

4. Conclusions 

This study will continue in the future by adding an ultrasonic 

sensor-driven holder to the experimental installation and equipting 

the drone with a GPS sensor for the location of the device in real 

time. The main findings of this development phase are as follows: 

• The objective of the study has been achieved by finding an 

IT solution for identification and volume calculation of 

road or motorway. 

• The HC-SR05 ultrasonic sensor used for the 

implementation of the practical section in realistic 

environmental simulations with heavy rains, although 

capable of identifying the pothole position, is still incapable 

of determining the true depth of the road pothole. 

• The impartiality of the results with the fixation of the same 

motor-road pothole at different heights makes it possible to 

make the assumption that in the real-life unmanned aerial 

vehicle – the drone will provide objective results at 

different heights. 

• At different heights, suggests that the amount of ultrasonic 

sensor noise depends on the distance between the ultrasonic 

sensor and the zoned environment, i.e. with increasing 

distance, the volume of noise increases. 

• Necessary to use an algorithm which removes ambient 

noise from the environmental impact. 
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